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Some remarks on set theory. VI. 
By P. ERDOS in Budapest and G. FODOR in Szeged. 
Let £ be a given non countable set of power nt and suppose that there 
exists a relation R between the elements of £ . For any x^E, let R(x) denote 
the set of the elements y € E for which xRy holds. Two distinct elements 
of E, x and y, are called independent, if x (£ R(y) and y $ R(x). A subset F 
of E is called free if F has only one element or if F has more elements and 
any two of them being independent. Let B be a system of subsets of E; 
then a non empty system I c B is called a p-additive ideal, p ^ nt, if the 
sum of any system of power smaller than p, of elements of I, is again a set 
of I, and if B , YczX imply 
We assume that {jc} £ B and {x} £ I for every x (f E, and one of the 
following conditions holds for the sets R(x): 
(A) There is a cardinal number n < nt such that, for every x € E, 
~R(x) < n, 
(B) £ is a metric space and d(x, R(x)) > 0, where d(x, R(x)) denotes 
the distance of the point x from the set R(x). 
We deal in this paper first with the following question: 
(i) If A is a system of sets of B — I , does there exist a free subset E' 
of E such that for every A, XnE't B — I ? 
This question has been studied previously in the following special 
cases: 
a) nt is regular, condition (A) hblds, B , is the set of̂  all subsets of E, 
1 is the set of all subsets of E, of power less than nt, and A = 1 (then p = m). 
(See [1].) 
b) £==[0,1], with the ordinary metric, condition (B) holds, B is the 
set of all subsets of E ± I is the set of all subsets of measure zero in the 
Lebesgue sense, and A = 1. 
(The answer to this question is affirmative, see [2].) 
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c) The same hypotheses as in b), with the only difference that B is 
the set of all subsets of [0,1] measurable in the Lebesgue sense. 
(The answer to this question is generally in the negative. The answer 
is affirmative if g(x) — d(x, R(x)) is ameasurable function in the Lebesgue 
sense, see [3], [4].) 
d) £ = [ 0 , 1 ] with the ordinary metric d, B is a Boolean a-algebra of 
subsets of [0,1] containing all subintervals of [0,1], and I is the set of the 
sets X of B such that fi(X) — 0, where ¡te is a measure on B.1) 
(If ,« is not identically zero and if there exists a function / measurable 
with respect to B and such that 0 < /(x) ^ g(x) = d(x, R(x)) for all x £ [ 0 , l ] , 
then there exists a free set F in B such that n(F)> 0 (i.e. This 
theorem is due to P . HALMOS.2)) 
In section I first we prove making use of a method of ULAM [6] the fol-
lowing theorem (Theorem 1): If E is a set of power Kv with KY greater 
than No and less than the first aleph inaccessible in the weak sense, I is 
a proper K*+i -additive ideal of subsets of E such that {x} £ I for every 
x£E, and F (J I , then F may be decomposed into the sum of a sequence 
of the type COX+I, of mutually disjoint subsets F( of E, such that F F ( £ I . 
We use this theorem in the proof of theorem 3. 
In sections I and II a number of results is given with respect to question 
(i). For instance we shall prove that the answer to the problem is affirmative 
in the following cases: 
1) If m > Ko is less than the first aleph inaccessible in the weak sense, 
B is the set of all subsets of E, I is a KY+i additive ideal (KY+i ^ in), 
A = Ko. and R{x) < Ko for every x £ E. 
2) If E is a metric space which contains a dense subset, the power of 
which is less than the first aleph inaccessible in the weak sense, B is the 
set of all Borel sets of E, I isjthe a-ideal of all sets of ¿¿-measure zero of 
B, where ^ is a measure on B, A = 1, the condition (B) is satisfied, and also 
thé!following condition (C) holds: 
(C) there is a real number / > 0 such that the set {x : g(x) ^ /'} con-
tains in B a subset of positive measure, where g(x) = d(x, R(x)). 
If, for every x £ E, the set R(x) is the complement of a sphere of E 
whose center is at x, then the condition (C) is not only sufficient, but also 
necessary for the existence of a free subset of E in B. 
Finally, in the section III, we deal with the following question : 
(ii) Let. K be a class of subsets of E. When does there exist a relation 
I ) We use the terminology of P . R . HALMOS [ 1 1 ] . 
-) See his review of the paper [3] in Math. Reviews, 12 (1951), p. 398. 
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R for which the condition (A) holds and there is no free subset with 
respect to R ? _ 
For instance we shall prove that if K = tn and every element of K is 
of power m, then there exists a relation R, with R(x) ^ 1 for every x£E, 
for which there is no free set in K . 
This result shows that the answer to the problem (i) is always negative 
if B — I = m and every element of B — I is of power tn. 
Notation and definitions. Throughout this paper, the symbols F and 
p denote the cardinal number of the set F and of the ordinal number fi, 
respectively. For any x £ E , let Z?"1 (x) = {y: x £ R(y)}. For any subset F of E let 
*[/=•]= U R(x) and R1 [F] = IJ R 'ix). 
For any cardinal number r we denote by <pt the initial number of v, 
by v* the smallest cardinal number for which r is the sum of v* cardinal 
numbers each of which is smaller than r, by r + the cardinal number im-
mediately following r. We say that r is regular if r* = r and singular if 
r* < v. v = > No is called inaccessible in the weak sense, if y is a limit 
number and r is regular. 
I. 
We assume in this section that the sets R(x) satisfy condition (A) and 
B is the set of all subsets of E. We shall use the following 
L e m m a . Let T be a set of power K«+i (where a is a given ordinal 
number s 0). There exists a system °f subsets of T such that 
1) r = U 4 M every l<toa, 
>;<wo+i 
2) A^ n = 0 for § < coa and i]<£< maM, 
3) the power of the set T— U is ~ N« for every rt <«„+1. (See 
S . ULAM [6] p. 143.) £<u,a 
We prove now the following 
Theorem 1. Let E be a set of power Xy with greater than K0 and 
less than the first aleph inaccessible in the weak sense, and let I be a proper 
Ki+x-additive ideal of subsets of E such that {x} £ I for every x£E. If B^kE 
and B§\, then there exists a sequence {flf}f<w<l+1 of type a>x+i, of subsets of 
E, such that 
(i) Bt $ I for every | < a^+i, 
(ii) Bi n Bi = 0 for £ < £ < , 
(iii) U B t . 
A 17 
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P r o o f 3 ) . We use transfinite induction. First we prove that our^theorem 
is true for -/ = ¿ + 1 . Let and I . It is obvious that B = 
By the lemma (a = k and T = B) there is a system of. subsets 
of В for which 1), 2) and 3) hold. Since I and, by 3) B — I M U 1 
for every r}< шх+i, there exists for every ц < сош an ordinal number §(77) < wk 
such that It follows that there is an ordinal number |o <<o\ and 
a sequence {/?*}*<Их+1 of type со^ь of the ordinal numbers q < c o M , such 
that §(/?v) = and A(jv (£ I for every v < <oM. Let A = : t] < a>x+i and 
rt ф >]v if i' < } and 
4 ° u ( и 4 ° ) f ° r * = o , 
for 0 < v < шш. 
Obviously the set {Br}»><«)+i satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Let now ¡3 be a given ordinal number, /?>/.+ ! , such that Np is less 
than the first aleph inaccessible in the weak sense, and suppose that the 
theorem is true for every «</?. Let Ё = Ыр and В (£1 (B^kE). 
If В < Цр, then the theorem is true by the induction hypothesis. (Let A £ IT 
if and only if /, = fin/, where /£ I . Obviously ^ is an Nx+i-additive ideal 
in B. ) 
If Б = then there are two possibilities: 
a) // is an ordinal number of the first kind, i .e . |f f=«- f 1, 
b) /? is an ordinal number of the second kind. 
Case a). By the lemma ( / ? = « + 1 and T=B) there is a system 
of subsets of В for which 1), 2) and 3) hold. 
We have two subcases: 
a,) if B = (J C( is an arbitrary decomposition of В into the sum of Ka 
« « a 
subsets, then there is an ordinal number £0 < w « such that Ct0(£I, 
a2) В has a decomposition В = U C t into the sum of X 0 subsets such 
that, for every 
Subcase aa). For every r\ < юа+1 there is an ordinal number £(?]) < ша 
such that A*f 4 )(£l. It follows that there is an ordinal number §о<со0 and 
a sequence йг}г<иа И of type of ordinal numbers ( Х ю а . ц , such that 
£(17,) = So and $ I for every v < «„+1. Let A = {?;: < <»aii and q ф 
3) We make use of a method of ULAM [6]. 
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if V < ( o M } , and , f / f\ 
D U s u ( u 4 ° ) f o r r = o , By = 1ZA 
. for 0<v < WW. 
Subcase a2). Let 5 = U Q be a decomposition of B into the sum of 
X . subsets such that C{l nC ( , = 0 for < £2 < and Q £ I for every 
£<«>«. Consider the set D = {Ci}i< a„. We define an X*+i-additive ideal I ' 
in D as follows: Let I ' if and only if Fez D and U C ( L Since 
= Cgi' 
D = t ta<Xp and Z)(£I\ there is, by the induction hypothesis, a decompo-
Siti°n D= IJ 
of D into the sum of Xx+i subsets such that FVl nFVl = 0 if r]i =f= V-2 and 
Fv $ I ' for every r] < wx+i. Let 
Bn= U C. 
C£Fn 
Obviously B^ n B^ = 0 if f?i=}=i?2, Br&l for every r\ < cox+i, and 
B= U Bn. V«»K+1 
Case b). Since X^ is less than the first aleph inaccessible in the weak 
sense, B has a decomposition B = U Cf into the sum of X,? < Hp subsets 
= £ <toi 
such that Xx < Cf < X/> and C£l n C(t = 0 if 14= 
If there is an ordinal number ^ < con for which Q 0 $ I , then there is, 
by the induction hypothesis, a decomposition 
C i o = U A 
of Q0 such that D£l nD(, = 0 for and £>c(jjl for every ?<cox+i. Let 
( A , U ( U Cf) for ? = 0, 
D ) t<°>n 
B t - j 
( D c for 0 < £ < coM • 
Obviously the set {£{}i<«>x+1 satisfies the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). 
The proof of the case, when Q £ I for every % < (on, is similar to that 
of case a2). Theorem 1 is proved. 
C o r o l l a r y . 1. If S— m > Ko is less than the first aleph inaccessible 
in the weak sense, then every finite measure fi,4) defined for all subsets of E 
and vanishing for all one-point sets, vanishes identically. (See S. ULAM [6].) 
4) We call a measure every extended real valued, non negative, countably additive 
set function t*(X) defined in a ring of subsets of E. A ring of sets is a non empty class 
R of sets such that if E £ R and F £ R, then E U F £ R and E—F£ R. 
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P r o o f . The set of all subsets F of E for which fi(F) — 0 is an 
Xj-additive ideal I containing all one-point subsets of E. If /< is not identically 
zero, then there exists a subset F of E such that fi(F)=^ 0 ; i .e. I is a proper 
ideal. By Theorem 1 there exists a sequence {Ff}«««, of type <ou of subsets 
of E, satisfying the conditions (i), (ii), (iii). Let Hn be the set of the ordinal 
numbers £ < co, for which ,«(Ff) > (n = 1, 2, . . . ) . It follows that there is 
a natural number na such that /7„„ = X„. Let {/„}„<> be an enumeration 
of //„„. By the (j-additivity of « we have 
n = J n = l " o " 0 " o 
which is impossible since ,« is finite. 
Co.rol lary 2. // 2X° is less than the first aleph inaccessible in the 
weak sense, then for every subset F of the second category of the set of real 
numbers E there is a sequence {FF }{<«, of type w,, of mutually disjoint sub-
sets of E of the second category, such that 
F = U Fe. 
C<U 1 
P r o o f . The set I of all subsets of the first category of E is a a-ideal 
(i.e. an Xi-additive ideal). (See W. SIERPINSKI [8] p. 176.) 
C o r o l l a r y 3. If 2 " is less than the first aleph inaccessible in the 
weak sense and' ¿(F) is an outer measure) not identically zero on the set of 
all subsets of the set E of real numbers such that ff({x\) = 0 for every 
x£E, then for every subset F of E for which i*{F) 4= 0, there is a sequence 
{F{}i<w, of the type <<h, of mutually disjoint subsets Ft of E such that 
f (F() 3=0 and 
U Fi-
P r o o f . The set I of all subsets F of E for which ,«*(F) = 0 is a 
a-ideal. (See W. SIERPINSKI [8] p. 109, Proposition CM.) 
T h e o r e m ' 2. Let £=X7>X„ and suppose that there exists a rela-
tion R between the elements of E, such that for any x£E, the power of the 
set R(x) = {y:xRy} is smaller than n < m. Let furthermore I be an n+-addi-
tive proper ideal of E, such that for any x£E. Then there exists a 
free subset E' of E, such that £"(£ I, 
5) An outer measure is an extended real valued, non negative, monotone and count-
ably subadditive set function V* on the class of all subsets of E, such that v*(0) = 0. 
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P r o o f . By Theorem 1 of [5] E may be decomposed into the sum of 
n or fewer free subsets E( (%<<pn): 
F = U E t . 
f<9>n 
Since I is an n+-additive proper ideal it follows the statement of 
Theorem 2. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let E be a set of power Hy with KY greater than K0 and 
less than the first aleph inaccessible in the weak sense, and let R be a rela-
tion between the elements of E such that for any x£E the power of the set 
R(x) is smaller than X0. Let furthermore I be an Hk+i-additive proper ideal 
of subsets of E, such that {*} £ I for any x£E. If { F £ } £ < u is a sequence of 
type co, of subsets of E, such that E&\ for t, < co, then there exists a free 
subset E' of E for which E' fl F£ (£1 for every %<w. 
P r o o f . First we define by finite induction a sequence {F£}£<1? of 
subsets of E such that F £ $ I for £ < r\, F £ i n F £ 8 = 0 if and for every 
%<(o there is a »'(§)< r\ such that F^ c= F £ . Let E„= U Eov beadecom-
v<tt>, 
position of F0 satisfying Theorem 1. Since E0v n F0m = 0 for r=t=/x, for every 
g<<w there is at most one v = v(g)< co, such that F £ — F t ^ ^ I . It follows 
that there is an ordinal number V <wx for which F£—Fo r ' (£I> for every 
§<co. Put Fo = For'. Let /?< co be a given ordinal number ¡S> 0, and sup-
pose that all sets F £ , where 0 ^ § < /?, have been already defined such that 
F £ $ I for ?</? and F £ i n F £ a = 0. Put F £ — (J Fc = N( (I /*). Let U= C<£ 
= {|:/y^£<cw and N&I}. If U=0, then we do not define F p . In this 
case we put = If t / = 1, i .e. £/={£} , then l e t F ^ A k a n d ij = fi+ 1. If 
U> 1, then we denote by q the first element of U. Let Ne= U Ner be a 
r<»! 
decomposition of Ne satisfying Theorem 1. Since Ne„ n NQy = 0 for 
there is a v<cox such that N^—N9V0. for every Put Ff, = NQv. 
It follows from Theorem 2 that F£ has for every 5 < n a free subset 
G£ such that G£(£I. We shall now prove that there is a sequence {//£}£<7 
of subsets of E such that //£ c G(, H&I (g < TJ) and Ht n (/?[//<] U R'1^]) = 0 
for g =)= The set E' = (J //£ obviously satisfies Theorem 2. 
i<>7 
We define H0 as.follows. Let G „ = U be a decomposition of G0 
o < ID, 
satisfying Theorem 1. There is an ordinal number a < o>, such that 
G£—/?"'(Goo)$I. In the opposite case there would exist for every a a 
natural number § = such that G£(0) —^" ' [Goa j i I. This would imply the 
existence of a natural number and a sequence {a*}*«* such that g' = |(ci) 
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for every k<o), i .e. G(—/?~![Go«t]€l for every k<w. Then there would 
exist an element z£Ge, for which z€/?~l[Go«»J, i .e . R(z) n Go«k 0 for every 
k<o), which is a contradiction, because R(z) < X0-
Put G't = Gi—Rr\Goa](l=\,2,...). Let G{ = U G'(a be a decom-
a < ( B , 
position of G't satisfying Theorem 1. Further let 
Ua= U G'ta. 
0<£<«7 
It is obvious that Uai n £/«, = 0 for «i =}= «2. 
There is a natural number v' for which G o a — F o r if 
Go»'—^"'[t/vjCl for every v<a>, then there would exist an element z^Goa> 
such that 2€ R'1 [Uv] ( r = 0 , 1 , 2 ^ . ) i. e. R(z) n Uv + 0 (y = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ) , 
which is impossible, because R(z)<$0. Put H0 = Ga—/? '[£/„]. It is 
obvious that 
N( = Gir—Rm-R ^ m (5 == 1, 2 , . . . ) . 
We define Hx starting from in the same way as H0 is defined 
starting from the set G0. Obviously we can continue this process for every 
v < T]. Thus we obtain the sequence {Hv}v<,, satisfying our requirement. 
The theorem is proved. 
C o r o l l a r y 4 . If 2Xo is less than the first aleph inaccessible in the 
weak sense, E is the set of the real numbers and R is a relation between the 
elements of E such that for any x£E the power of the set R(x) is smaller 
than K0, then there exists a free subset E' of E, which is everywhere of the 
»second category. 
P r o o f . Let I be the set of the subsets of E of the first category, and 
{Et}i<o> a sequence of type w, of all intervals of E with rational endpoints, 
and apply Theorem 3. 
C o r o l l a r y 5. Under the same hypotheses as in Corollary 4 there 
exists a free subset E' of E such that 
/**(£'n M l ) + 0 
for every interval [a, b] of E, ; ' denoting Lebesgue outer measure. 
P r o o f . Let I be the set of all subsets of measure zero of E and 
{E(}i<at a sequence of type w, of all intervals of E with rational endpoints, 
and apply Theorem 3. 
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II. 
We assume in this section that £ is a metric space and condition 
(B) holds. 
First we prove the following 
° T h e o r e m 4 . Let E be the set of all real numbers and R a relation 
between the elements of E such that, for any x£E, the power of the set R(x) 
is smaller than Then there exists a free subset E' of E such that E' is 
everywhere of the second category. 
P r o o f . Let (a, b) be an arbitrary interval of E and A("'6) the set of 
all subsets of (a, b) the complements of which are of the first category and 
F„. Let further {G7}7<c be a wellordering of the set 
u A("'b) 
(o, t ) C E 
of the type <pc (where c = 2*°) and Iy the interval corresponding to the set 
Cy • 
We consider the set H of all the series H = {öf}f<?>c of elements with 
the properties: 
a) fli^Cf or fli = 0 ; g<goc; 
b) if Of=^0, then ay=^=0 for r < g ; 
c) if fl£=f=0 and ov=f=0, then a£=t=ar for § < v; 
d) the set of the elements of the series is a free set. 
For any H, let H denote the set of the elements of H. 
We say that an element //^H is maximal with respect to the relation 
R if r 0 is the smallest ordinal number <<pc such that a V o = 0 and there is no 
element CVo—R[H) such that k and the elements 4=0 of H are indepen-
dent or if av =j= 0 for every v < <pc We define the index of H in the first 
case as v0 and in the second case as gpc. Let H ' be the set of the maximal 
elements of H. 
We say that two series H, and H2 are mutually exclusive if Hx n Hi = 0. 
Let { H J v o , be a sequence of type r ] < ( o u of mutually exclusive ele-
ments of H' with indices dv<tpc. Then by the definition of H\ /7,, < c; con-
sequently R[HV}< c for every v<rj. Since r\ < OJX , by a well-known theorem 
of J . KÖNIG we have ' 
U (Hv U R[Hr])<c, 
i. e. ' 
Cy-\J(Hr\JR[Hr])<c v<t] 
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for every y< (pc. It follows that there is an element Hn of H' such that 
//,4=0 and Hr, n//r = 0 for every 
I For every d < <pc there is only a finite number of mutually exclusive 
^ ( elements of H' with the same index d. 
Let {//„}n<o> be a sequence of type w, of mutually exclusive elements 
of H'. Suppose that the series Hn (n = 1 , 2 , . . . ) have the same index d. Then 
the set Cy—\JHn—is "on empty and for every element z of this set 
Il<OJ 
R(z) ^ X holds, because R(z) n H„4= 0 (/i = 1 , 2 , . . . ) , which is a contra-, 
diction. 
Supposing that every element of H' has an index smaller than (pc, we 
can choose by (1) a sequence {Hv}v<o, of mutually exclusive elements of 
H' of type coj such that the indices fiv of the series Hv are distinct. Corres-
ponding to every interval Iy we choose in Iy a subinterval Iy with rational 
endpoints. Since {/?r}v<Ul > Ko and {7^}y<<pc ^ there is an /7o and a subse-
quence {Pvk}k<(D of type co, of Z = {/?v}ro,, such that IpVk = Iy0 for every 
k<to . Obviously the complement of the set L Y O = F ] C P is of the first cate-
fc<e> k 
gory with respect to Iy0, Consequently the power of L7o is r, thus 
k<0> 
It follows that there is an element z £ L Y o — L K ^ U ^ I Z / v J ) such that 
k<a 
R(z) fl HVk 4= 0 (k = 1 ,2 , . . . ) i. e. R(z) ^ which is impossible, because 
R(z) < Ko- Thus there is a free subset E of E such that E' n C 7 4 = 0 for every 
Y <<pe It is clear that E' is of the second category. The theorem is proved. 
T h e o r e m 5. Let E be the set of all. real numbers and R a relation 
between the elements of E such that for any x£E the power of the set R(x) is 
smaller than Xo- Then there exists a free subset E' of E such that the Lebes-
gue outer measure ¡¿*{E') of E' in every interval (a, b) is b—a. 
P r o o f . Let (a, b) be an arbitrary interval of E and B (a ' the set of 
all subsets of (a, b) of positive measure > - ^ - ( 6 — A ) and GA. Let further 
{Dy}y<<Pf. be a wellordering of the set 
U B(0' '•> 
(o, i ) C E 
of type <pc, and Iy the interval (a, b) corresponding to Dy. We can prove 
completely analogously to the proof of the theorem 4 the existence of a free 
set E' such that „ r, , n / x 
£'n£V4=0 (y<<P C), 
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if we select in every interval Iy = (a, b) an interval I'y = (a', b') with rational 
3 
endpoints such that b' — a'>-^(b — a). Obviously the outer measure of E' 
in every interval (a, b) is b'—a. 
It is easy to see by the method of the proofs of theorems 4 and 5 that 
the following theorem is valid too. 
Theorem 6. Let E be the set of all real numbers and R a relation 
between the elements of E such that for any x£E the power of the set R(x) 
is smaller than Then there exists a free subset E' of E such that E' is 
everywhere of the second category and the Lebesgue outer measure ,»(£") 
of E in every interval (a, b) is b—a. 
T h e o r e m 7. Let E be an interval of the set of all real numbers 
and suppose that there exists a relation R between' the elements of E. Let fur-
ther B be a o-algebra of subsets of E containing all subintervals of E and << 
a not identically zero measure on B. If g(x) = d(x, R(x))> 0 for every 
x£E and if 
(C) there exists a real number i > 0 such that the set {x: g(x) ^ /} con-
tains in B a subset of positive ft-measure, 
then there exists in B a free subset of E of positive u-measure. 
I f , for every x £ E, the set R(x) is the complement of an interval of E 
whose center is at x, then the condition (C) is not only sufficient, but also 
necessary for the existence of a free subset, of positive ,«-measure, of E in B. 
P r o o f . Let A be a subset of { x : / } satisfying the condition 
(C). Let 
X\, X-2, . . ., Xn , . . . 
be an enumeration of the set of rational numbers in E• For every element 
x ^ E and « > 0 there exists an element xBi, of this sequence such that 
d(x, x„,).< e. For every « = 1 , 2 , . . . let U(x„,i) be the open interval of length 
/ whose center is at x„. It is obvious that 
U U(x»,i) = E. 
Let A„ = A n U(x„, i) (n = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . Since £/(x„,/)£B and 4 n £ B . Let 
A*, = A„— \J Aj (n = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . Since ft is countably additive and ;i(A)>0, 
there exists an index n' for which /<(A*<)>0. It follows that n(A„ ) > 0. The 
set A,/ is free, because if and y£R(x), then d(x, y) >g(x) 
For every x£E, let U(x) be an interval whose center is at x and 
R(x) — E—U(x). In this case condition (C) is also necessary for the exist-
ence of a free subset of positive «-measure in B, i. e. if there is in B a 
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free subset A of E such that fi(A) > 0, then there exists a positive number /, 
for which the set {JC:£(X)^/} contains in B a set of positive ^-measure. 
Suppose the contrary. Then B contains a free subset of positive ^-measure, 
but for every / > 0 the set {JC:£(;C)^/} contains in B only such subsets F 
for which n(F) — 0. Let « denote the diameter of the set A. Put 
Ea = / V « I 
By the hypothesis Ea contains in B only such subsets F, for which t*(F) = 0. 
Let F1 = E„(]A and F2 = £ „ n (E—A). Since A is free arid /?(*) = E—U(x) 
for every x£E, we have g(x) ^ ~ for every A. Thus F^= A. By the de-
finition, Fi u F2 = Ea, therefore A = cz £ a . Since A £ B , it follows that 
/*(A) = 0, which contradicts to (¿(A) > 0 . The theorem is proved. 
R e m a r k 1. In general the condition (C) is riot necessary. Consider 
the interval [0,1]. Let (i* and /w. denote the Lebesgue outer and inner meas-
ure, respectively. We can define the relation R such that the interval [0,1] 
contains a free subset of positive Lebesgue measure and 
*».({*: g(x)^i}) = 0 
for any i > 0, where g(x) = d(x, R(x)). We shall use the following theorem 
(see [7]) : 
The set E of the real numbers has a subset E' with the following 
properties: 
1. for every interval (a, b) of E, H*(E' n (a, b)) = b—a, 
2. E can be decomposed into enumerable many sets En (n = l , 2 , . . . ) 
without common points, which are all superposable by shifting the set E'. 
It follows that [0,1] can be decomposed into the suni of enumerable 
many sets Sn (n = 1 , 2 , . . . ) such that p'(Su) = 1 (n = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
2 
For every x£Sn, let K(x) be the open interval of length — whose cen-
ter is at x. We define R as follows. Let N be the set of rational numbers and \ R(x) = (E-K(x)) n N. 
Obviously 
g(x) = ~ for x£S„. 
If / > 1, then Vi = {x :g(x) ^ /'} = 0. If ./s 1, then K - c Vj_ = 5 , u S* U • • • u Sn+i 
n-n 
for some natural numbers n> 0. We have l«i(Vr,) = 0 because i ) = 
n+I 
= ^*([0,1] — V j _ ) = 0. 
11+1 
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It follows from the definition of R that the set U of the irrational num-
bers of [0,1] is a free set. U is measurable and fi(U) = l. 
R e m a r k 2. It is easily seen that Theorem 7 remains true for a separ-
able metric space. The following counter-example shows that for non-separ-
able metric spaces this theorem is generally not true. 
Consider the following example of ALEXANDROFF [9]. Let 5 be the plane 
with the ordinary (euclidean) metric d=d(x,y). We define now a new dis-
tance as follows. Let 0 be a given point of S, x and y two arbitrary points 
of S and _ 
\ d(x, y) if 0 lies on the line xy, 
d'(x,y)=\ _ _ 
(d(x, 0 ) + rf(y, 0 ) if 0 does not lie on the line xy. 
Thus we obtain a new metric space S', which is not separable. 
Let fi* be the ordinary Lebesgue outer measure for the subsets of S. 
We define a relation R between the elements of S' as follows. If x = 0 . then 
let R(x) = 0. If x =j=0, then let r be a real number for which 0<r<d(x, 0) , 
E(x) = {y: d'(x, y) < r) and R(x) = S—E(x). It follows from the definition of 
the distance d' that if x, y£S' (x=}=y) and 0 does not lie on the line xy, 
then either x£R(y) or y£R(x) i. e. x and y are not independent. Hence 
each free subset of S' lies on a line containing 0 . But for every line L, n*(L) = 0. 
Thus for every free subset E', /«*(£") = 0. 
For non-separable metric spaces we state the following 
T h e o r e m 8. Let E be a metric space. Suppose that E contains a 
dense subset, the power of which is less than the first aleph inaccessible in 
the weak sense. Let n be a o-finite measure on the set B of all Borel subsets 
which is not identically zero. If g(x) = d(x, R(x))> 0 for every x£E and if 
condition (C) holds, then there exists in B a free subset of positive n-measure 
of E. 
I f , for every x£E, the set R(x) is the complement of an sphere of E 
whose center is at x, then the condition (C) is not only sufficient, but also 
necessary for the existence of a free subset of positive measure of E in B . 
P r o o f . If /( is a a-finite measure on the set of all Borel subsets of 
E and E contains a dense subset, the power of which is less than the first 
aleph inaccessible in the weak sense, then there exists a decomposition 
E = NuM 
of E into two mutually disjoint sets such that fi(N) — 0 and M is separable 
(where N is the sum of all open subsets of /u-measure zero of E) (see [10]). 
It is clear that /< is not identically zero on Af, since n(N) = 0 and 
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Let X be an arbitrary Borel subset of E. Since Xr\M = X—N is a 
Borel subset of E, 
l*(Xn M) = p(X)-{i{N) = fi(X). 
Let B ' be the set of all sets of the form X n M , where and let 
v(X) = fi(X) for A ^ B ' . Hence, if the set {x: g(x) ^ /} contains in B a set 
of positive /u-measure, then it contains in B ' a set of positive ^-measure too. 
Since B'<=B, the converse of this statement is also true. Thus, it is suf-
ficient to prove the theorem for M, B ' and v, instead of E, B and (i. Since 
M is' a separable metric space and B ' is a o-algebra and v is not identi-
cally zero measure on B' , the theorem is true for M, B ' and v. Thus the 
theorem is true for E, B and /t too. 
111. 
We deal in this section with the problem (ii). 
T h e o r e m 9. Let E be a set of power m s and K a class of power 
m, of subsets of E of power ttt. There exists a relation R between the ele-
ments of E such that for every x^E the power of the set R(x) is ^ 1 and 
there is no free subset X in K with respect to R. 
P r o o f . Let 
• B0, Bi, Ba, . B(, . .. (§<9>m) 
be a wellordering of K of the type <pm. Since Bt = ut for every £ < y m , there 
exist two sequences {x£}£<Vm and {y^}£<Vm such that 
1. xt£Bz and ycZBt for every t,<<pm, 
2. xi=£xs and y(=£ys for |<£<9> m , 
3. X i ^ ^ f for every £ < <pm. 
We define R as follows: let R(xt) = { j i } for every l<<pm, and if 
x =j= xs (| < (pa), then let R(x) = {x0}- It is obvious that the sets Z?£ are not free. 
C o r o l l a r y 6. Let E be the set of all real numbers. There exists a 
relation R between the elements of E such that for every x£E the power of 
the set R(x) is ^ 1 and there is no perfect free subset of E. 
C o r o l l a r y 7. Let E be the set of all real numbers. There exists a 
relation R between the elements of E such that for every x£E the power of 
the set R(x) is g l and there is no free Borel subset of E of power 2So. 
T h e o r e m 10. Let E be a set of power m ^ K0 and K a set of power 
nt, of mutually disjoint non empty subsets of E. There exists a relation R 
between the elements of E, such that, for every x£E the power of the set 
R(x) is si 1 and there is no such free set which has non empty intersection 
with every element of K. 
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P r o o f . Let 
B0, Bu ..., Boi, ..., B(, ... (£<9>m) 
be a wellordering of K of the type <pm. Let further 
Xo, Xj, . . . . . 
be a wellordering of E of the type tpm. Obviously, we may assume that 
x & B e . We define R as follows: let 
Rrl(x() = B(. 
Let F be a set which has non empty intersection with every element of K : 
F n £ i 4 = 0 (£<?,„)• 
Let x(iF. There is an ordinal number r/<«jpm such that x=*=x,:. Since 
R \x) = Bv, we have bqRx for every b^BvuF. It follows that x and 
br, {x =j= by) are not independent, because x£R(bv). The theorem is proved-
C o r o l l a r y 8.®) If E is the set of all real numbers, then there exists 
a relation R between the elements of E such that, for every x£E, the power 
of the set R(x) is and there is no free subset, the complement of which 
is totally imperfect. 
P r o o f . Let K be a set of power 2'° of non empty mutually disjoint 
perfect subsets of E, T a set the complement CT of which is totally imper-
fect, and K£K. Since the set CT does not contain K, KoT^O. The 
corollary is proved. 
Finally we prove 
Theorem 11. Let E be a set of power m §= Ko and K a class of 
power g < tn, of mutually exclusive subsets of power nt of E. If R is a relation 
between the elements x£E for which the condition (A) holds, i.e. R(x)<n<m 
for every x£E, then there exists a free subset E' of E such that, for every 
be a wellordering of K of the type <pg. We assume first that nt is regular. 
We consider the set M of the matrices 
KnE' = m. 
P r o o f . Let 
K0, Ku ..., Kco, ,..., Ks,... (§ < 9>fl) 
flu a 12 ... au 
Qui a*> ... flo£ 
M = 
tfiji an2 • •. flijj 
G ) S . M A R C U S has found independently the results of our corollaries 6 and 8. 
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of elements with the properties: 
1. a^ £ Kf or avt = 0, 7] < <pm and 5 < 9P8, 
2. if ani=j=0, then ayfi=j=0 for v = r\ and fi< | or v < t] and fi<<pa, 
3. if avti =}= 0 and a,M=}= 0, then for v =}='/?> 
4. the set of the elements of the matrix is a free set. 
For any Af£M, let M denote the set of the elements of M. 
We say that an element Af^M is maximal with respect to the relation 
R ifVo and n are the smallest ordinal numbers < «¡pg such that fl^ = 0 and 
there is no element k£/(*„—R[M] such that k and the elements =)=0 of the 
matrix M are independent or if a ^ ^ O f° r every (i<<pm and v<<pg. We 
define the index of M in the first case as v0 and in the second case as <pq. 
Let M' be the set of the maximal elements of M. 
We say that two matrices Af, and Af, are mutually exclusive if Mi n M2 = 0. 
Let {Afv}v<,, be a sequence of type t]<q>m, of mutually exclusive elem-
ents Mv of M' with indices dv<rip8j Then by the definition of M', My<m, 
consequently /?[Air]<m for every v< i], because R(x) < 11 < m. 
Since nt is regular, 
U (Ai„ u R[M„]) < nt 
V<rj 
i. e. 
Ky— U (<W„u R[MV]) < m, 
y<rt 
for every It follows that there is an element A f ^ M' such t h a t A f , ^ ® 
and Ai, n Af„ = 0 for every v < r\. 
I For every 6 < <ps there are less than n mutually exclusive elements 
^ j of M' with the same index d. 
Let {Aiv}r<yn be a sequence of the type <pn, of mutually exclusive 
elements Af„ of M' with the same index d. Then the set 
Kg— U (MVUR[MV)) 
v«Pn 
is non empty and, for every element z of this set, R(z) = » because, by the 
definition of M', for v<q>„, which is a contradiction. Thus 
(2) is proved. 
Supposing that every element Af of M' has an index smaller than g>s, 
we can now define by transfinite induction a sequence {Mv}r<(Pm of mutually 
exclusive elements of M' of the type <pm. Since 9 < m and m is regular, there 
exists a subset, of power m, of M' with the same index <<pe, which contra-
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diets to (2). Thus there exists a matrix of index </-«,. It is obvious that the 
set of elements of this matrix satisfies the requirement of the theorem. Thus 
the theorem is true, if m is regular. 
Consider now the case when m is singular6). We assume that the gener-
alised continuum hypothesis is true. Let 
m = Z >n£ 
i < 9 ° i n * 
be a decomposition of m such that 
1) m£ is regular for every i<<jpm*, 2) nt£ < nt£ for ? < £ < (pm*, 
3) nt£ > max {g, n, m*}, 4) 2 t < f < m£ for every £ < <pm* 
Let further 
K v = (J Krt ( i ,<9 )a) 
i < » m * 
be a decomposition of Kv into mutually exclusive subsets of Kv such that 
~Kvt = "U • 
By the first part of the theorem, there exists a free subset ¿ £ of E for 
every S < q>m* such that 
Li D KVi = m £ 
for every i'<<ps. Omit for £ < >} all the elements of R[Lt] from Ln. Thus 
we get the sets 
L ' ^ L , - U 
«v 
By 1) and 3), U R [¿£] < m,, thus the power of the set L'n is m,, and . t<i 
L'r, n Kvr) = m, for every v<<f>t. Obviously 
u L'n) = 0. 
Let 
L'v( = ¿£ u Kvi (v<(ps, | < <pm,). 
We want to construct sets of power m£ which satisfy 
(3) R [ U ( ] n ( U U L ^ ) = 0. 
But then clearly 
/?[ U U U £ ] n [ U U L'; (]=o, v<<pB £<?>„,« v<9>g i«Prn* 
i. e. the set U (J ¿ ; £ is free and satisfies the requirement of the 
theorem. Thus we only have to construct L'v's. Consider the sets ¿¿£ and 
G) The proof is due to A. HAJNAL. 
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Ц= U U L'ri (2 < </"ш«). Let denote the set of all subsets of L\ r<Vg C<£ 
of the power < 11. By 3) WJZ|] < iii£. It follows that there exists a subset H r i 
of power nt£ of L'ri and an element Nri of 7V[Z.|] such that Ц n P [ H r ( ] = 
= Nr(. Let 
u= U U Nri. 
г«рй £<9Г)П. 
Obviously Ü^ ngnt* < m0. Let ¿ ^ = Hrí — U (r < <¡en and £ < ?„,»). These sets 
obviously satisfy the condition (3). The theorem is proved. 
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